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Several ways to learn 
what your audiences want
1. Surveys
2. Empathy-based personas and audience engagement journeys
3. Focus groups
4. Staff pilots



What are we looking to learn?

• Which association offerings* our audiences find most relevant 
and useful, and why
• What else they’d like to see us offer
• Any others?

* Programs, products, services, resources, information, tools, etc.



But first, we need to know

• Which audiences matter most to us?
• What are their top pain points? Their motivations, aspirations, and 

challenges?
• How can our association help them address those things?

Then, compare answers to what you actually offer!



Most important audiences

• NOT your staff
• NOT your board
• NOT “everyone”!

The organization needs to agree on who they are



Most important audiences

• People new to the profession?
• Experts/executives?
• People in specific segments?
• People in specific roles?
• People in specific locations?
• People in specific age groups?
• Current members, or prospective ones?



Be specific and creative

• Present them as profile stories. Be creative about what might be 
true for them based on the data you get.
• Combine details from several segments into a small number of 

stories (usually 8–12), since people are multifaceted
• Easy for people to alter and combine
• Have people vote on their most important (dots if in person, 

Google sheet if virtual)
• Usually takes 30–45 minutes (seemed insurmountable before, 

right?)





1. Surveys

Questions usually include:
• Of our offerings, which do you use?
• What is your opinion about our offerings?
• What is currently missing from what we offer?
• Who are you?

If you can, send separately to each audience you identified as most 
important
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What we usually find in surveys
Audiences say they use a lot of the offerings

• People may be aspirational
• Numbers suggest otherwise
• Sometimes people say “I didn’t know about some of these – thanks for the info” –

that’s an opportunity

Members say offerings are “fine”
• Comments suggest otherwise

In response to what’s missing, members ask for things that exist already
• Those are your opportunities
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What we usually find in surveys

If you get a response rate of 10–20%, 
you may have heard ONLY from 

members who are already engaged, and/or
current volunteers
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2. Personas

• Ideally, story-based and not just about facts
• Ultimately about the audience, not you
• You’re looking to learn how your organization 
• serves their needs
• addresses their motivations and aspirations
• solves their pain points

They don’t use your products and services for your good, but theirs
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Audience engagement journeys

Now that you know who they are, what do they want from you?
Journey from awareness (who are you and why should I join?)
to advocacy (I stay, I volunteer, I get others to come along too)
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3. Focus groups

• If you have personas, recruit based on the personas and validate 
by asking the questions from the journeys
• (e.g., ask a room full of “real” Mias what their needs and expections are)

• If you don’t have personas, ask questions like those on the survey. 
From the same answers, you can go deeper into the “why”
• Small numbers, so challenging to ensure that staff buys in to answers



4. Staff Pilots
• Choose a topic that is important to the organization
• Step 1: Identify content from the organization’s perspective

• Have members of each department list the most valuable, important content they 
have created on that topic

• Add analytics (unique pageviews over the past year)

• Step 2: Reorganize participants into audience segment groups
• Start with the data you know about what each audience group wants from the 

organization
• They review the list of content as if it was what came up in a search for that topic
• Based on the known needs, identify which content they would be likely to click on 
• Add any other needs that the organization has not documented



4. Staff Pilots

• Step 3: Interview members of the audience segment groups
• I created the questions, staff led the interviews
• Goal was to generally understand the audience’s needs
• This was a new activity for this association



What we saw

• Staff is literal, didn’t have enough interaction with audiences to 
“wear their hat” during Step 2
• Staff felt compelled to read every piece of content in order to 

decide whether it was for them àthis is not what people do
• Interviews made a huge difference
• “Close circle” members use internal terms for the work; others don’t
• Members want help using the organization’s deep scientific content: how 

to apply, case studies/success stories from others in similar environments
• Members need introductory-level information to explain the work to others



Takeaways

1. You are not your audience
2. All audiences are not equally important
3. Learning about your audience will make your content better and 

your offerings more successful
4. Many ways to learn – use what your culture and budget allow
5. An outside perspective plus inside expertise are an important 

combination
6. Focus more on audiences who aren’t already engaged
7. It’s critically important to keep the learnings alive



Thank you!

Hilary Marsh
hilary@contentcompany.biz
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